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F

or too long, our regional and statewide policymakers
were fragmented and isolated from one another. The
process of building working relationships was hampered
by poor communication and, in some cases, serious distrust.
Influencing the policymaking process and effecting positive
changes for our region occurs on multiple levels across many
different sectors. Clearly, there was a need for a mediating institution to bring together these diverse sectors with their diverse
points of view to work on common problems and build positive
relationships.
The University of Pittsburgh Institute of Politics serves as that
neutral catalyst, but that means absolutely nothing if regional
policymakers don’t step up and engage themselves and other
decision makers. We are learning at the Institute that the
process of engagement involves creating a safe environment
where policymakers can come together to raise their awareness
and understanding of barriers to progress and explore together
the solutions to the economic, political, and social issues that
face our region. Our job at the Institute is to call them to the
table and then stand down, so that they, our leaders, can stand
up and engage one another in consensus-building discussions
that have the potential to will the unimaginable into being.
The Institute of Politics recently completed its first three-year
cycle of its experiment to convene neutral, focused public
policy discussions that engage elected officials from all levels of
government in the planning, development, and implementation
of its programmatic activities seeking specific policy outcomes.
The Institute team worked diligently to invite and engage all
elected officials in its activities, and the response we have
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received has been overwhelmingly positive. The most refreshing
lesson learned is that regional policymakers truly are interested in
working together to tackle tough policy issues in a civil, in-depth, and
critically analytical manner to produce constructive policy options that
will improve the quality of life of our citizens. I am impressed by their
leadership, thoughtfulness, willingness to work together, and unique
ability to envision and articulate goals that unite them in a quest of
objectives worthy of their best efforts.
It is true that the fate of people, the destinies of nations, and history
itself all are determined in some measure by the politics and character of our political leaders. In light of this, I thought it would be
nice for our constituents to get to know more about the character
of some of the elected officials with whom we work on a regular
basis. Beginning with this edition of Report, we are featuring the new
“Profiles in Public Leadership” column that will tell a little bit about
two elected officials and explain why and how they came
to be involved in a life of public service. Senator Dominic Pileggi,
majority floor leader of the Pennsylvania State Senate, and Senator
Jay Costa, minority floor leader of the Pennsylvania State Senate, will
be featured in this inaugural column. I hope you will enjoy getting
to know them as much as I enjoy working with them.

Profi l es in Pu bl ic Le a dersh ip: S tate Senators
Jay C osta a nd D om inic Pi l e g g i
By Jack Busch

T

his inaugural edition of the Institute’s “Profiles in
Public Leadership” column focuses on the lives and
careers of two of our commonwealth’s most influential political leaders: Jay Costa (D-Forest Hills), Pennsylvania
State Senate minority leader, and Dominic Pileggi (R-Chester),
Pennsylvania State Senate majority leader. These two public
servants were elected to represent regions on opposite sides of
the state and parties on opposite sides of the aisle in Harrisburg.
But the ways in which their stories are alike are far more interesting than the ways in which they differ. You can trace the roots
of both the Costa and Pileggi families to hardworking Italian
immigrants who came to Pennsylvania during the turn of the last
century and have served the region ever since. Both state senators draw inspiration from the civic engagement of their parents
and grandparents. Both are proud parents themselves, eager
to bequeath a legacy of public service that leaves behind a
Pennsylvania that is better today than it was the day before.

Sincerely,

In an effort to reduce mailings, the Institute would like to
encourage all constituents to provide an e-mail address

Senators Costa and Pileggi appeared together along with the leadership
of the Pennsylvania House of Representatives at a December 2010
program cohosted by the Institute of Politics and The Pittsburgh
Foundation.

for the purpose of receiving some publications and most
programmatic invitations. Please visit www.iop.pitt.edu/
update to update your information if you have not done
so recently.
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Public service runs in the Costa
blood. When Jay Costa sits down
at the holiday table laid out by his
mother, Louise Costa, he’s joined by
Pennsylvania State Representative
Paul Costa and former Pittsburgh
Public Works Director Guy Costa.
The three brothers have followed in
the footsteps of their father, the late
State Senator Jay Costa
Jay Costa Sr., who served as Allegheny
County treasurer until 1989. Costa Sr. likewise drew his inspiration to become civically engaged from his father, Joseph Costa,
who immigrated to Pennsylvania in the beginning of the 20th
century to work on the railroads. Senator Costa’s grandfather
quickly established himself as a community resource and ward
leader, working closely with railroad companies to find work for
other Italian immigrants. He later became engaged in political
activity and was a close friend of David L. Lawrence, former
mayor of Pittsburgh and governor of Pennsylvania.
With such a strong family tradition of civic engagement, it came
as no surprise when Jay Costa Jr. began pursuing a career in
public service.

Terry Miller

The Institute of Politics is going green!

State Senator Jay Costa

Today, as we face some of the most daunting fiscal,
environmental, and governmental challenges in Pennsylvania’s
history, both senators also have their work cut out for them.
We can take heart knowing that we have strong political
leadership on both sides of the aisle. Both senators recognize that
our common dedication to the betterment of the
communities we call home can unite us. Their strength of character and devotion to public service will be among the commonwealth’s greatest assets as we venture forward into uncertain yet
exciting times for our region.

“My initial inspiration to become a public servant largely came
from my family,” says Costa. “Growing up as a child, I remember
my grandfather being very politically active. My uncle was a
magistrate district justice, as they are called now, and my father
became very active in the Democratic party, serving first as
deputy treasurer for a number of years and, in a manner of
respects, becoming the de facto leader of the Democratic party
for a period of time.”
Though she has never held public office, Costa’s mother has
volunteered extensively, most recently for a number of
organizations on aging in the area.
“I saw the roles that my parents and grandparents were playing
and how valuable public service was and I was attracted to it,”
Costa says.
His lifelong career in public service began with an interest in
law enforcement. He graduated with a BA in criminology from
Indiana University of Pennsylvania and became a deputy sheriff
in Allegheny County in 1984. As a deputy, his interest in the
justice system found him working in the courts. He became
(continued on page 4)
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inspired to attend law school, and in 1989, he earned his JD at
Duquesne University. Costa was a young lawyer working for
Baskin Flaherty Elliott & Mannino P.C. when an opportunity
emerged to run for Allegheny County register of wills. He was
elected to the office in 1992 and remained there until 1996,
when he moved on to the state senate.
“It was pretty clear at that point in my life that the state
level was where a lot of the action was,” he says. “From the
register’s position, I could see that many of the major policy
decisions were being made at the state level. I saw firsthand
the impact on the resources and value you could have being a
policymaker. An opportunity presented itself to represent the
area where I lived as a state senator, and I took it.”
Costa assumed office representing the 43rd senatorial district
in the Pennsylvania State Senate in May 1996, filling a vacancy
left by Michael Dawida, who had become an Allegheny County
commissioner. He was reelected in 2000, 2004, and 2008.
Today, he is in the midst of his fourth term and was recently
elected to serve as Democratic floor leader for the 2011–12
legislative session.
Though the last 15 years have brought an array of unique
challenges and triumphs to his legislative agenda, Costa hasn’t
forgotten the values that he gained as a child, watching in
admiration as his father pursued a life of public service, and
later as a local law enforcement officer and public official.
Costa’s firsthand insights into the challenges that communities
and local governments face are particularly important now, as
governments across all levels face new fiscal realities.
“I have a good understanding of how lawmaking decisions
trickle down from the state level to the county level but also
from the federal level to the state and then down to our
communities. As a county government official, I saw the impact
on the health and human services side of the equation,” he
says. “Programs and services that are offered at the county level
are critically important, and we have an obligation to maintain
those programs with state and county resources.”
In meeting this challenge, Costa sees a great need for functional consolidation of public services. “Local governments are
not going to be able to afford having their own independent
police departments, fire departments, and public works departments,” he says.
Costa recognizes and respects the consternation that arises
within communities when they are asked to sacrifice a substantial part of their identity. “We live in a great borough here in

Forest Hills—we have great police service, great fire service,
great public works service—and I love the idea of being able to
say that this is my community, and this is my police department.
That’s going to be hard to give up,” Costa says. “That’s why
you have to do it in a way that is thoughtful and methodical and
makes economic sense as well, particularly when you are faced
with difficult choices.”
Costa believes in a more streamlined government in part
because he’s seen it work in the past. Since the time he served
in a county row office, Allegheny County’s government has
seen significant restructuring. The county has gone from 10
row offices and three commissioners to four row offices, one
county executive, and a 15–member county council. “I think it’s
become more of an effective government,” says Costa.
Now, Costa has been hard at work on his own thoughtful and
methodical solutions. He has been working with stakeholders
in the eastern suburbs of Pittsburgh to form a regional police
force. He also has been working to forge cooperation in areas
like Wilkinsburg, where the City of Pittsburgh now provides fire
service. “That’s a major step,” he says, “and that’s the kind of
stuff we need to continue to do.”
The high value that Costa places on community identity comes
in part from his father’s influence, as does his penchant for the
arts. Costa fondly remembers the trips to New York City that
he used to take as a teenager with his father. “It’d be all men—
my father and a bunch of his friends and cousins—and we’d
go to New York City for four days for three things: basketball
games, great food, and the theater. We would see at least two
Broadway shows while we were there, so I had an affection for
the arts at that point,” Costa says.
Costa carries on the tradition with his wife and daughter, but
thanks to Pittsburgh’s thriving arts scene, he doesn’t always
have to travel as far as New York to take in top-notch theater,
music, and performances. While Costa’s patronage of the arts
stems from his longtime passion, he has since come to recognize
the important role the arts play for the region. His public service
reflects this. He serves as a member of the Board of Trustees for
the Pittsburgh Ballet Theatre and the Senator John Heinz History
Center and is a supporter of the Pittsburgh CLO. Previously, he
served on the Pennsylvania Council on the Arts for eight years.
During that time, he gained an understanding of the value that
investments in the arts provide.
“There are three reasons why I have a fondness for making sure
that we do well by the arts,” Costa says. “There’s an economic
benefit, a personal benefit for the individuals and students who
participate, and there’s an immense benefit to the quality of life
here in Pittsburgh.”

Support for the arts is an important endeavor for the region,
because it’s one of the areas where there is strong participation
from the state and the corporate community. Ensuring a good
quality of life in the region is crucial to attracting and retaining
national employers—such as PNC Financial Services Group, Inc.;
U.S. Steel; UPMC; and Google—to the area, Costa says. For
years, the Pittsburgh area has been home to an outstanding
community for the arts, and public-private investment has been
key to that success, he says.
“It’s an investment that they [the members of the private
sector] make combined with what we [state legislators] make
that allows that kind of success to happen,” Costa continues.
“I’ve always felt that investment in a variety of different areas in
the private sector is crucial, and we need to go down that path.
We often hear that the state or the county or the city needs
to be first to invest, and then the private sector will follow. It’s
important that we have those resources to begin to leverage
other resources and have folks come make an investment.”
In light of the challenging budget negotiations from which the
Commonwealth recently emerged, however, Costa now lists the
ability of the state to continue to make investments in community and economic development among his major concerns
for the future. “We need to continue making investments
and leveraging resources. That’s what creates work, that’s
what attracts companies here, that’s what we need to grow
confidence in our region and move to the next level,” he says.
“Instead of managing our decline and allowing things to stay
the same or slowly worsen, I think we should make strategic
and smart investments with the resources we have.”
Costa’s concerns about the future of community and economic
development investments are second only to his concerns
regarding the possible impacts on education. “We’ve been
doing very well in the area of early childhood education, and
this budget proposal really impacts our ability to continue
to have that positive development,” he says. “I’m also very
concerned about the impact on higher education. There have
been deep cuts in state funding for our region’s universities,
and we need to grow those resources back.”
In terms of his legacy, Costa is particularly proud of the positive impacts that his political family has had on education and
economic development in the region thus far. But he also
wants to make certain that he strengthens the reputation of
the Costa family name by being remembered as a hardworking,
thoughtful person who was committed and passionate. These
goals are what keep Costa as enthusiastic about his job today

as he was 20 years ago, when he first ran for public office.
“Every day brings a different type of challenge or a different
opportunity to really make this community better than it was
the day before. I’m very fortunate to be in a world where my
voice can be heard at different levels and to a greater degree
than it was 15 years ago when I started,” Costa says. “I get up
every day and I enjoy going to work. My day doesn’t end at 5
p.m.—I’m always monitoring activity seven days a week. That’s
what people expect, and that’s what I signed up for when I ran
for this office. And I enjoy it.”
Jay Costa represents the 43rd senatorial district in Pennsylvania
and is the senate minority leader. He is a member of the Boards
of Trustees of the University of Pittsburgh, Community College
of Allegheny County, and Neighborhood Legal Services Board
and is a member of the Board of Directors for 3 Rivers Wet
Weather. He is married to the former Roxanne Ross and has
two sons and a daughter.

State Senator
Dominic Pileggi
Since the early 1900s, the Pileggi
family has called Chester, Pa., home.
As Pennsylvania’s oldest city, Chester
played an integral role in American
history as a prosperous and wealthy
manufacturing community. But in
the post-World War II era, Chester
experienced the same economic
State Senator
difficulties faced by many urban
Dominic Pileggi
areas at the time. As manufacturing
and industrial bases migrated beyond the city limits, Chester
entered a period of decline. From 1950 to 2000, Chester saw its
population wane from 65,000 to less than 37,000. In 1995, the
state designated Chester a financially distressed municipality.
In spite of the challenges Chester faced, Dominic Pileggi had
little desire to leave behind the deep roots that his family had in
the region. “The local government and school district were in
disarray. People were leaving,” Pileggi recalls. “I had to make a
decision at that point whether to join the exodus to the suburbs
or to address the problems in my hometown, where my family
had been for about 90 years.”
He chose to stay.
Pileggi had been practicing law in Delaware County since
graduating from the Villanova University School of Law in 1982.
Prior to entering law school, Pileggi had been a U.S. Presidential
scholar at Saint Joseph’s University, where he earned a degree
(continued on page 6)
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in economics. His background in law and economics, as well
as his family history in the community, gave him an insightful
perspective on the issues that faced his local government. As a
young lawyer, he regarded these problems and assessed them
in a word: solvable.
In the early 1990s, Pileggi successfully ran for the Chester
Upland School District Board of School Directors, his first
position as an elected official. Although his own children were
not yet in elementary school, Pileggi already had a personal
connection to the public school system; his mother had been
a public school teacher, and both she and Pileggi’s father, a
lawyer, were heavily engaged in local civic activities. Pileggi
joined the school board with the aim of addressing, among
other issues, the increasingly high school property taxes in relation to the declining quality of the public schools. But it wasn’t
long before he recognized the larger impact he could make by
taking a higher office.
“It was a longer and slower process at the school board level
than I had anticipated,” Pileggi says. “After spending a lot of
hours at the school board, I quickly learned that many of the
changes that needed to be made could not be made there.
There was this web of mandates and practices and requirements that were not really set by the school board. Rather,
they were determined in Harrisburg.”
His eagerness to effect efficient, positive change kept Pileggi
open to new opportunities to serve the public. Within a year of
joining the school board, such an opportunity arose, in 1994,
he was elected to the Chester City Council. Here, the pace of
change was more to his liking. “While I certainly appreciated
the importance of public education and the need for improvements in that system, there were also tremendous needs in
local government that I felt I could address at a quicker pace,”
Pileggi says. “Comparing the two, I found that many of the
limitations on the ability of the school board member to change
things did not exist in city government.”
Still, Pileggi did encounter barriers to change while serving
on the city council. Perhaps one of the most significant was
the fact that he was the sole republican on the five-member
council. He took this challenge in stride. “The idea of working
across the aisle was a necessity for me in my first years in
city government,” he says. “During the time I was a minority
member, I developed a very good working relationship with my
Democratic colleagues. I made a lot of progress by convincing
them to support, in a collaborative way, efforts that would
improve the city.”
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After four years of collaborating and cooperating with his
fellow council members, he was elected mayor of Chester and
became the presiding officer of the city council. From 1999 to
2002, Pileggi enjoyed the role he played as mayor. “As mayor,
[I found that] there was a very direct line between decision and
execution,” he says. “I was able to make a lot of changes for
the better in a very short period of time.”
But even as mayor, Pileggi encountered frustrations that
hindered his ability to efficiently solve the pressing issues that
faced his city. “Many of the things that were negative influences on the city were in Harrisburg,” he says. “Things like
transportation policy, tax policy, access to funds for community
development, decisions on legislative districts and congressional
districts—all of those things were outside of our control as a
city government. Yet they had a dramatic impact, many times
for the negative, on the city.”
Because of this, when an opportunity came for Pileggi to
run for state senate, he was ready for it. After eight years of
serving in local government, Pileggi was elected to represent
the 9th senatorial district of Pennsylvania on October 1, 2002,
in a special election held to fill the vacancy left behind by
State Senator Clarence Bell, who had passed away. Pileggi was
elected to his first full term in 2004 and is now serving his
fourth consecutive term as a state senator.
Prior to the beginning of his first full term, PoliticsPA named
Pileggi among “The Best of the Freshman Class” and
presciently predicted that his stature was “likely to grow considerably in his first full term.” In 2006, Pileggi was elected by his
Republican colleagues to serve as majority leader.
Today, although his purview as a state senator and floor leader
extends beyond his hometown of Chester, Pileggi retains the
valuable perspective and inspiration that he gained during his
time serving in local government. “My experience serving on
the school board and, more so, my experience as mayor of
Chester have helped me understand the impact of state law
on local school boards and city governments,” he says. “Once
you have experienced the operation of a city government, you
inherently and instinctively understand the impact that state
laws … have on municipalities.”
Pileggi’s dedication to bettering the regions that he represents,
even in the face of partisanship, also is a quality that he
carried over from his career in local government. In spite
of serving much of his time in the senate in the majority,
Pileggi recognizes the need to work collaboratively. “As a
leader in the senate, I’ve consistently tried to approach things

in a way that would gain support from the Democratic
caucuses in order to get things done,” he says. “The vast
majority of our votes are not party-line votes, and many have
strong bipartisan support.”
In addition to providing strong leadership and encouraging
collaboration within the senate chamber in Harrisburg, Pileggi
also has worked diligently to ensure that local community
leaders and everyday citizens can become more civically
engaged. Pileggi’s most notable contribution as a senator to
date was his prime sponsorship of a senate bill which revised
the Pennsylvania open records law. Prior to the law being
signed on February 14, 2008, government records were
presumed to be closed, and citizens were required to prove that
they were legally permitted to access them. Pennsylvania’s New
Right to Know Law, as it is now known, reverses that presumption, so that all records are presumed to be open for public
inspection unless proven otherwise by a government agency.
It’s easy to see how this legislation strikes close to home for
Pileggi, whose eight years spent in local government were
occasionally met by frustration with the pace of change.
“Before my revision of the open records law, it was very, very
difficult for the average citizen—even if he was very motivated—to follow the actions of government, whether it be local
government, state government, county government, or school
boards,” says Pileggi. “I believe the revision in the law took a
giant step forward in making all levels of government more
open, more transparent, and more accountable. Elected officials
need to be more accountable to citizens, and a necessary part
of being accountable is that their actions are open and known
to anyone who cares to examine them.”
Pileggi takes his passion for an open, accountable government
one step further by making himself available via numerous
two-way channels, such as Twitter and Facebook. He also keeps
his constituents regularly updated through his Web site, which
features a quarterly newsletter; clips from Pileggi’s speeches
and interviews; as well as clips from The Pileggi Report, a
30-minute cable program intended to keep district residents
informed of the issues and events in Harrisburg.
This availability helps Pileggi to connect with his constituents.
“There’s already a high level of cynicism toward elected officials,
and making information difficult to obtain only feeds into that
notion that there’s something nefarious to hide,” Pileggi says.
“Government operations should be just the opposite. I’m trying
to put as much information in place where it’s as accessible
as it can be. I want to encourage people to inform themselves
and get involved and let us know what they think about what
we’re doing.”

Though Pileggi’s efforts toward government openness have
been applauded by individuals and organizations such as the
Pennsylvania Newspaper Association, some legislators regard
the changes in government accountability with some chagrin.
“I’ve certainly heard some grumbling from some of the folks
I know and have come across who say that it was a lot easier
in the old days, when their actions were never publicized unless
a local newspaper reporter picked up a copy of the printed
minutes,” says Pileggi. “Now, it’s a much more open process.
Elected officials in all branches and all levels of government are
becoming increasingly aware of that, and I think the idea that
any government action is not out in the open is an idea of the
past. And I think it’s for the better.”
This openness will be particularly important as state legislators
work toward a budget that effectively balances the needs of
state government with the best interests of constituents. But
strong leadership and representation will play an even more
crucial role. Pileggi is prepared to answer both calls to arms.
“Input from my constituents is always valuable, it’s always
important. But it’s difficult even for a motivated citizen to
understand the interrelated expenditures and revenue sources
and revenue projections, et cetera,” he says. “In a budget, by
definition, you can’t meet all needs. The question is, how do you
resolve competing needs? That’s something people elect us
to do. They communicate to us what’s important to them and
elect us to do the best to balance those needs.”
But beyond the problems of the day, Pileggi hopes to leave
behind a legacy that creates lasting change for the communities
throughout Pennsylvania that face challenges similar to those
faced by his hometown of Chester. “The structural problem we
have here in Pennsylvania is that we are not growing nearly as fast
as our sister states. We aren’t attracting young people to come
to Pennsylvania and stay in Pennsylvania,” Pileggi says. “Before
I move out of public service, I would like to have a part in solving
that. I want to reverse that trend and see a more vibrant and
growing population and economy, so that Pennsylvania is again
a place where people are coming to work and raise families.” n
State Senator Dominic Pileggi is the senate majority leader
and represents the 9th senatorial district of Pennsylvania.
He remains involved as a board member and volunteer with
a number of organizations, including the Chester Boys and
Girls Club, Delaware County Chester Waterfront Industrial
Development Authority board, the Lindsay Law Library Board
of Directors, Saint Joseph’s University Board of Trustees,
and Advisory Committee of the Ethel Sergeant Clark Smith
Foundation. He is married to Diana Pileggi, with whom he has
two daughters and a son.
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P o l ic y Brief : P ri va ti z a tion
of Li q u or S tores in
P enns y lva ni a
Executive Summary
Privatizing Pennsylvania’s state-owned liquor stores has
been discussed in Harrisburg since 1983. Recently, House Bill
2350 was introduced, but it died in the 2010 session. As the
commonwealth of Pennsylvania addresses a $4 billion budget
deficit, privatization is quickly becoming a hot topic.
Proponents of licensing the currently state-owned system
estimate that the state could gain $1.7 billion dollars from
selling its wholesale and retail stores. The state also would
continue to collect annual revenue from alcohol taxes.
Opponents of privatization include the Pennsylvania Liquor
Control Board (PLCB), which cites the profitability of the current
system. In 2010, PLCB transferred $488,100,319 to the state
treasury.1 It also funds alcohol education programs throughout
the state. Other opponents include powerful organizations
like Mothers Against Drunk Driving and the United Food and
Commercial Workers Local 1776 union, which have been
instrumental in thwarting the passage of privatization bills.
These groups cite potential social ills as a reason to resist
privatization. Proponents challenge these alleged social ills with
data from license states that have experienced no increase in
underage drinking or the number of DUIs.
This brief will examine the nature of privatization and its
advantages and disadvantages. There also will be a summary
of House Bill 2350, which describes one method for transitioning wholesale and retail alcohol sales in Pennsylvania to
a private system.

Legislation update
At press time for this publication, House Majority Leader
Mike Turzai, author of last year’s HB 2350, which is
described in detail in this brief, has announced his
intention of reintroducing privatization legislation in the
Pennsylvania House of Representatives. This bill would
result in the closure of the 609 state liquor stores and
the auction of 750 franchise licenses to the highest
bidder. The bill also would introduce a “gallonage” tax,
an excise tax levied on wholesalers, which is currently
employed by 33 state governments, to replace the
current taxing structure.
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Current Regulations in Pennsylvania
In order to evaluate the effects of privatization on the commonwealth, it is critical to understand the current liquor and wine
regulations in Pennsylvania. The classifications of alcohol control
are defined in the chart below.
National Alcohol 		Alcohol is controlled at either the
Beverage Control 		wholesale or retail level.
Association
Full Control		Sale of beer, wine, and liquor is controlled
					at the retail and wholesale levels.
Moderate Control		Sale of beer, wine, and liquor is controlled
					at the wholesale level.
					Sale of only one type of alcohol is 		
					controlled at the retail level.
Light Control		Sale of beer, wine, and liquor is controlled
					at the wholesale level.
					No alcohol is controlled at the retail level.
License			
There is no control of alcohol. The state
					store only controls the sale via the licensing
					of private firms.

Pennsylvania is considered a full control state. The National
Alcohol Beverage Control Association (NABCA) defines a full
control state as one in which the state has a monopoly on the
wholesale and/or retail sale of one or more classifications of
alcohol (i.e., beer, wine, and/or spirits).2 Liquor and wine are
sold in approximately 620 state-owned stores throughout the
state. Beer is wholesaled and retailed privately. PLCB oversees
the state stores and controls all aspects of liquor and wine
purchasing and distribution. The board is allowed to set prices
and determine how many stores can be in a municipality.
These stores do not pay corporate income or propertytaxes,
and the state pays for employee pensions and other government
employee liabilities. PLCB does, however, pay $20 million
annually toward liquor enforcement by the state police and pays
for a variety of drug and alcohol programs.

2.
		
		
		

Collegiate Grants: The grant program works to provide
funding for colleges and universities to develop or assist
programs aimed at reducing underage drinking. Since
1999, PLCB has awarded $1 million to this initiative.

3.
		
		
		
		

The Bloomsburg Initiative: The town of Bloomsburg
and Bloomsburg University of Pennsylvania have
developed a campus-community partnership to deal
with high-risk drinking issues. PLCB worked closely
with the community to help facilitate the project.3

Advantages and Disadvantages
of Privatization
Those who advocate for a private system often point to the
financial gain that could be realized from selling Pennsylvania’s
wholesale and retail liquor stores. They also say that consumers
would have more options and better prices. Opponents
of privatization most often cite the potential of social ills
(underage drinking, excessive alcohol consumption, and DUIs)
as a disadvantage of privatization.

Issues
Financial
In 2007, Geoffrey Segal and Geoffrey Underwood from the
Reason Foundation estimated that $1.7 billion could be raised
from the sale of Pennsylvania’s wholesale and retail liquor
stores. This would represent a onetime gain that many say
would help to balance the state budget. Nathan Benefield of the
Commonwealth Foundation also maintains that the state would
continue to take in annual revenue of about $350 million
from alcohol sales tax.4
Those who are against privatization, such as Wendell Young IV,
president of the United Food and Commercial Workers Local
1776, say that we cannot ignore the consistent revenue that
PLCB brings in. In 2009–10, the PLCB income from sales of
wine and spirits was $1,894,490,728. The amount of money
transferred to the state treasury totaled $488,100,319.5

Alcohol Consumption

PLCB Programming

There is no conclusive evidence that alcohol consumption
increases or decreases with privatization.

According to the PLCB fiscal year 2009–10 summary, the board
committed $4,068,000 to alcohol education. It offers many
programs for college students, such as these outlined below:

Underage Drinking

1.
		
		
		
		
		

BASICS, or Brief Alcohol Screening and Intervention
for College Students: This is a nationally recognized
program designed to reduce high-risk drinking and
alcohol-related harm. There are 16 certified trainers
in the state, and the program is done with supplemental
materials over the course of two days.

A concern among opponents of privatization is a potential
increase in the incidence of underage drinking. Many fear that

private companies would be less diligent about carding and
ensuring that there are no sales to minors. Evidence shows
that Pennsylvania ranks 22nd out of 48 states for underage
drinking. The top 10 states with the highest rates of underage
drinking include seven license states, and the 10 states with the
lowest rates of underage drinking include six license states. This
information makes it difficult to discern whether or not being
a license or full control state contributes to rates of underage
drinking.6
According to Young, the state stores in which members of
UFCW 1776 work have only recorded two sales to minors in the
past seven years, which is rare in states with private stores.7 It
is also important to note that the powerful anti-alcohol groups
and organizations like Mothers Against Drunk Driving have
been incredibly influential in thwarting the passage of privatization bills in a number of states but especially in Pennsylvania.8

Driving Fatalities and DUIs
In full control states, there is actually a higher rate of fatal
crashes in which people involved had a blood alcohol content
of 0.01 or higher. The full control states’ fatality rates exceed
those in license states by 25 percent. In general, however, there
does not seem to be a change in the rate of DUI arrests among
the four types of control. Table 1 shows the results from a
study done by Pulito and Davis showing the changes relative
to no privatization.9

Employees
There are about 4,000 employees at the state stores who are

Full Privatization
of Retail Stores

Full Privatization
of Retail and
Wholesale Stores

Underage		
Drinking
No Change

No Change

No Change

Underage
Binge
Drinking

No Change

No Change

No Change

Total Sales

No Change

Decrease

Increase

DUI
Fatalities

Decrease

Decrease

Decrease

Table 1

Partial Privatization
of Retail Stores

		

compensated with middle-class wages. There is a concern for
what will happen to these employees if the system is privatized.
There could be a loss of jobs if the state stores are shut down.
If they are sold, there could be just a transition to new management under a private company.10 Many opponents argue that it is
unlikely that private liquor stores would sustain the middle-class
wages that current state employees receive.
(continued on page 10)
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Cross-border Effect

Wholesale

There is a theory that Pennsylvanians currently may be traveling
to deregulated border states to buy alcohol. These states
have more retail outlets, convenient hours, and lower prices.11
Opponents of this theory say that this effect could just be
attributed to the fact that these border states have lower taxes,
while others say there is no merit to the theory of the
cross-border effect.

The franchise plan for wholesale alcohol sales would be similar
to that of the retail system. There would be 100 wholesale
licenses issued in Pennsylvania. The number of wholesale
licenses available would be based on the county’s class as
defined in Pennsylvania state law. For example, Allegheny
County is considered a second-class county and would have no
more than five franchises available. There also would be specific
regulations for the wholesale sector that would be similar to
the retail regulations.

Summary of House Bill 2350

12

House Bill 2350, introduced in 2010, is the most recent legislative initiative to privatize liquor and wine sales in Pennsylvania.
Although the bill died with the end of 2009–10 session, many
of its key components still may be included in future legislation.
The bill calls for an end to state control of liquor and wine sales
at the wholesale and retail levels and for the state to begin
operating on a licensee basis. A plan would be set up by PLCB
to implement and facilitate the transition to privatization. The
plan also would include easing the transition for employees to
other forms of employment. The plan calls for PLCB to divest its
retail responsibility in one year and for substantial divestiture of
wholesale distribution in 18 months.

Retail
State stores would be replaced by private stores through
a franchise zoning system. The board would establish 621
franchise zones for retail licenses to replace the existing state
stores. There also would be an additional 129 franchises
issued, for a total of 750 licenses to be auctioned. Pricing for
licenses would be affected by the market value of each
franchise and would be determined by the board. Benefield
says that the number of licenses to be offered would greatly
affect the price of licenses as well as the degree of competition.
There also would be specific franchising regulations, which are
stated below:
1. No applicant may directly or indirectly hold more than
		 5 percent of franchises within Pennsylvania.
2. No applicant may directly or indirectly hold more than
		 10 percent of franchises in any one county that has
		 10 or more franchises.
3. No applicant may directly or indirectly hold more
		 than one franchise in any county that has fewer than
		 10 franchises.
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Applications
All applicants would be required to fill out all necessary
documents asserting their intentions for either a retail or
wholesale franchise. The applicant would need to show that
he or she lived in the state for at least a year prior to the
application. Filing fees and renewal fees also would be included
in the application process. The board would reserve the right
to refuse any applicants who failed to meet any of the
requirements. When the application has been filed, the
applicant must post notice of his or her application in plain
sight on the premises of the retail or wholesale franchise.
Posting notice allows for a resident living within 500 feet of
the property to file a request for a hearing within 15 days
of the posting. In this instance, the board would hear from
the resident and would consider refusing an application if
it was determined that the franchise could be detrimental
to community within the immediate 500 feet.

Bidding
Bids would be awarded to the highest responsible bidder.
The board would have the right to deny all bids if it felt the
highest bid was inadequate.

Reemployment
Full-time employees whose jobs were terminated due to the
closing of retail or wholesale operations would have a few
options for reemployment and compensation:
1.
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Commonwealth examinations: If a former PLCB employee
received a passing score on a civil service examination
and met all other qualifications for a paid position with
the commonwealth, he or she would be given an extra
three points above the score that he or she earned on
the test, effectively moving him or her higher on the
eligibility list for hiring. This opportunity would expire
in two years.

2. Education grant: A former employee would be eligible
		 for a two-year education grant for any program at an
		 accredited school in the amount of $1,000 per year.
3. Reemployment tax credit: A former employee would be
		 eligible for a $1,000 per year tax credit. This tax credit
		 offer would be for two years only.

Conclusion
Privatizing liquor stores will set a new precedent in the
commonwealth. In Governor Tom Corbett’s March 9, 2011,
budget address, it was stated that there are certain operations
in which government should not take part. With this idea in
mind, the governor plans to put together a task force that
would examine privatization in the commonwealth to determine
whether or not other state government operations could be
transferred to the private sector.13
An example of another privatization task force comes from
the state of New Jersey. Its task force was set up in March 2010
under an executive order from Governor Chris Christie. Its goals
were to determine what cost savings could be found, investigate smart strategies for privatization, and analyze success rates
of previous attempts at privatization.14 This work is serving
as one of many resources for determining the future of the
state’s budget.
As the commonwealth of Pennsylvania faces mounting
budgetary problems, the issue of privatization has quickly
moved to the political forefront. As a result, the future of the
liquor store system may now rest in the research and analysis
done by Corbett’s privatization task force.
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Best Practices in Volunteer
Firefighter Recruitment and
Retention

Best P r a ctices in
Vo l u nteer F irefi g h ter
R ecr u it m ent a nd
R etention

April 29, 2011

By Jack Busch

Welcome and Introductions
Randy Vulakovich, member, Pennsylvania House of
Representatives, and cochair, Institute of Politics Public Safety
and Emergency Preparedness Policy Committee

State of Volunteer Firefighting in
Pennsylvania
Edward A. Mann, Pennsylvania state fire commissioner

Recruitment and Retention Policy Options
Donald Konkle, executive director, Pennsylvania Fire and

Emergency Services Institute

Q&A and Open Discussion
G. Reynolds Clark, vice chancellor for community

initiatives and chief of staff, Office of the Chancellor,
University of Pittsburgh

Best Practices: National Models
John M. Buckman III, branch chief, Indiana Firefighter
Training System, Indiana Department of Homeland Security
Dan Eggleston, fire rescue chief, Department of Fire Rescue,
Albemarle County, Va.

Best Practices: Local Perspectives
Alvin Henderson, acting chief, Allegheny County

Emergency Services
Charles Blocksidge, executive director, Community College

of Allegheny County–Allegheny County Workforce Alliance
Jerry Ozog, director, fire science and EMS training, Senator
John J. Shumaker Public Safety Center, Harrisburg Area
Community College

Best Practices: Local Response Panel
Jim Habay, chief, Parkview Volunteer Fire Department,
O’Hara Township
Rick Celender, president, Guyasuta Volunteer Fire
Department, O’Hara Township

Q&A and Open Discussion
Moderated by John Pippy, member, Pennsylvania State Senate

Closing Remarks
Tim Solobay, member, Pennsylvania State Senate and cochair,

Institute of Politics Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness
Policy Committee

O

n April 29, 2011, the Institute of Politics Public Safety
and Emergency Preparedness Policy Committee
presented the Best Practices in Volunteer Firefighter
Recruitment and Retention forum at the Hilton Garden Inn
in Washington County. The half-day event brought together
elected officials, policymakers, fire chiefs, and volunteer
firefighters to address the common challenges facing local
volunteer fire companies across the commonwealth. The invited
speakers and best practices panels represented perspectives
from the national, state, county, and local levels and a diverse
depth and breadth of experience in fire service. Common
themes of community engagement, cooperation with local
elected officials, and recognition of volunteer service emerged
from the day’s discussion. Attendees and participants came
away with ample inspiration and ideas for strengthening fire
service in their communities.
State Representative Randy Vulakovich, cochair of the
Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness Policy Committee,
began the forum by recognizing the extreme sacrifices that
volunteer firefighters make for their communities. Before introducing the day’s speakers, he urged the attendees to speak up
with their questions and concerns. Addressing the volunteer
firefighters, fire chiefs, and others involved in the fire service
present in the audience, Vulakovich said, “The most important
part of our program today is to hear from all of you.”

State of Volunteer Firefighting in
Pennsylvania—Edward A. Mann
Edward A. Mann’s presentation outlined the state of
volunteer firefighting across the commonwealth. “We’re
beyond panic,” said Mann. “Things may be okay in your own
community—I can’t speak for the 2,400 fire departments staggered through 67 counties in the commonwealth—but, as state
fire commissioner, I’m here to tell you that we’re in a world of
hurt. And it’s not getting any better.”
According to Mann, the number of volunteers in Pennsylvania’s
fire service dropped from 300,000 in the 1970s to 70,000 in
the 1990s. Today, there are about 50,000 volunteers across
the commonwealth.
Mann next took time to discuss the state’s role in recruitment
and retention efforts. He noted that many volunteers blame the
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State Representative Randy Vulakovich welcomes participants to the Best Practices in Volunteer Firefighter Recruitment and Retention forum held April 29, 2011.

state for its rigorous training requirements. This, however, is a
misconception, as there are no state laws requiring any level of
training in Pennsylvania. Mann also noted that the state gives
about $150 million a year to volunteer fire service programs
through the Volunteer Firefighters’ Relief Associations program
and the Volunteer Fire Company and Volunteer Ambulance
Service Grant Program.

you’re waiting for the government to solve problems within
your firehouse—don’t,” he said. Legislation passed three years
ago places the responsibility of fire protection and emergency
medical services on local governments. Furthermore, the pace
of state government is too slow to meet local needs, he said.
“The only thing I can suggest to you is this: Local governments
and fire departments have to begin to work better together

Mann addressed retention and recruitment as two different
issues. Much of the challenge for the latter lies in its lack of a
“sales mattress.” During his time as a U.S. Air Force recruiter,
Mann was able to offer individuals money, advancement,
training, travel, recreation, education, satisfaction, and security
to entice them to enlist. Volunteer firefighter recruiters, in
contrast, have relatively little to offer.
Regarding retention, Mann cited firehouse politics and the
disproportionate burden of fundraising as the two primary
reasons why volunteers leave. Firefighters quit not because
of training requirements but because of too many obligatory
chicken barbecues and bingo events, he noted.
Mann stated that neither he nor the state government had
solutions to solve recruitment and retention challenges. “If

Pennsylvania State Fire Commissioner Edward A. Mann responds to
questions from the audience regarding the state’s role in volunteer firefighting.
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now,” the commissioner said. “We’ve got to find the methods
today to turn this ship in the other direction or, at some point,
we’ll hit a panic mode. And I think all of you know that any
time we hit a panic mode, the government’s reaction is to go
from one extreme to the other.”

Recruitment and Retention Policy
Options—Don Konkle, Executive Director,
Pennsylvania Fire and Emergency Service
Institute
“The crisis for the fire service—both volunteer and career—isn’t
going to be solved by talking to ourselves,” said Don Konkle
as he opened his presentation. “We’ve come up with some
solutions, but we need elected officials, community leaders,
and policymakers to implement the changes that are necessary
to move forward.”
Part of the challenge of making this connection is a lack of
effective communication. Volunteer fire service provides $6
billion in avoided costs to local government, according to a
nearly 10-year-old study. But rather than appreciating this,
officials often feel blackmailed into supporting fire departments. Konkle illustrated this point by recalling a case in which
a department had received a $1 million grant but had taken a
$300,000 match from the council for granted. The fire department did not approach the council about the match until
after the council had already approved its capital budget. The
council was forced to compromise its budget or walk away from
$700,000 in grant money. This situation and the permanent
damage done to the relationship could have been avoided with
better communication.
Konkle called for more cooperation between elected officials
and local fire departments, commenting, “All too long the fire
chief has accepted the full responsibility for what happens in
the community. It needs to be a joint decision.” Elected officials need to create a fire protection plan that is sized for the
community. Further, fire departments need to be forthcoming
about their current capabilities and what they need in order to
meet the needs of the community.
Konkle echoed Mann by suggesting that there is no magic
bullet for meeting recruitment and retention challenges, though
there are a few important policy options that should be given to
local leaders and fire chiefs.
First, Konkle discussed the need for cradle-to-grave incentives
that appeal to volunteers from all age groups (e.g., tuition
breaks for younger volunteers and retiree stipends for older
volunteers). He also recommended a 0.5 percent increase on
the current 2 percent tax on foreign fire insurance in order to
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provide free training for volunteers, a measure that was treated
favorably in recent polls. Other options for incentivizing volunteers include local income tax breaks, forgiveness of the local
fire tax, reinstating state income tax breaks, extending municipal group medical insurance rates to firefighters, increasing
state grant programs from $25 million to $35 million, and local
matches for length-of-service award programs. Konkle stressed
that the local tax breaks would be implemented as options for
local governments, not mandates.
Regarding staff support, Konkle broached the concept of a
state-funded regional network of support staff that could help
fire departments with information technology, administrative
issues, accounting, and other time-consuming projects. Such
a network would remove some of the fundraising workload
from firefighters and some of the paperwork from fire chiefs.
Overcoming the culture of mistrust toward nonfirefighters
would be part of the challenge of taking advantage of such a
support network.
Konkle also reported on the Pennsylvania Fire and Emergency
Services Institute’s efforts to restructure the Volunteer Loan
Assistance Program to allow more borrowing from the state
and encourage more involvement from local banks.
Konkle also advocated for exit surveys to find out why people
are leaving the volunteer fire service. Exit surveys were
successful in Montgomery County, Pa., where one fire department discovered that many volunteers were leaving because
of the bureaucratic four-month process required to replace a
lost glove.
Lastly, Konkle called on the audience to emphasize community
pride. Residents of suburban communities rarely identify with
their township, which means that the role played by the fire
department in community life too often goes unrecognized.
“If you don’t identify truly with the township, it’s much harder
to get people to volunteer,” he said.

Q&A Session and Open Discussion—
Moderated by G. Reynolds Clark,
University of Pittsburgh Vice Chancellor for
Community Initiatives and Chief of Staff,
Office of the Chancellor
Before opening the floor to questions, G. Reynolds Clark
shared a best practice that he implemented during his time
as fire chief of the Franklin Park Volunteer Fire Company. He
forged coordination between the road crew and fire department by appointing the road superintendent assistant fire chief.
This measure vastly reduced response times and ensured a high
turnout of able-bodied volunteers for daylight calls and calls
during extreme weather conditions.

Konkle weighed in as well, stating, “I think there are some
things in this world that are worth collectively paying for
through taxes, and I think fire service is one of them.” Forgoing
a bill-for-service law could be used as a bargaining chip in
exchange for the aforementioned 0.5 percent increase in
foreign fire insurance.
New Brighton Volunteer Fire Department Chief Jeff Bolland first
commented that fire departments, as an entity of the community, should be able to access police department resources for
background checks. He then asked why the state does not
mandate a minimum training requirement.
Mann answered that in the early 1990s, firefighters were
required to be Firefighter One certified, which caused dissatisfaction among volunteer companies. As a result, the requirement was repealed after the next gubernatorial election. He
recommended that fire chiefs instate their own departmental
mandate for training.
Allegheny County Emergency Services Acting Chief Alvin
Henderson addressed the background check issue, reporting
that the Pennsylvania Chiefs of Police Association was willing
to help fire departments on this front. However, a large portion
of the commonwealth is protected by the Pennsylvania State
Police, and the state police are more reluctant to perform background checks free of charge, he noted.

Best Practices: National Models—
Representatives of the International
Association of Fire Chiefs Volunteer &
Combination Officers Section
John M. Buckman III, branch chief of the Indiana Firefighter
Training System, began his presentation by echoing previous
presenters in urging volunteers to “get out of the firehouse, go
down to city hall, and involve your politicians in the management of your firehouse.” Buckman argued that fire chiefs would
gain more control and more power by breaking the cycle of
reciprocated mistrust. “If we are going to be successful in the
future, we have to build trust,” he said. “We have to admit our
weaknesses and build upon and brag about our successes. We
need to tell the public what our capabilities are, because it’s up
to them to decide what level of service we’ll provide.”
Buckman next moved into a discussion of a key demographic
for volunteer recruitment and retention efforts: the Millennials,
or Generation Y. Based on their priorities, Buckman noted that
Millennials stay involved in the volunteer fire service for one or
more of the following reasons: they like the people with whom
they volunteer, bureaucracy is kept to a minimum, and they are
rewarded and recognized for their service.

As an illustration of the last point, Buckman recounted an
episode in which his fire department forgot to award service
pins, as is customary during the department’s annual banquet.
Afterward, a 32-year-old captain came to his office inquiring
about his 15-year pin. “This little pin costs us $3, and it was
that important for him to remind me that he didn’t get his
pin,” said Buckman. “I had a young lady in my office about
two weeks ago, [saying] ‘I didn’t get my five-year pin.’ She was
crying! It reinforced to me about recognition. People want to
be awarded. ”
Buckman also called upon fire departments to reduce unnecessary runs, such as calls for downed power lines, or to reduce
the number of volunteers who are expected to respond to such
calls via selective paging. “A volunteer’s time is so valuable, and
his or her return on investment is very little, so don’t waste it,”
he said.
On the subject of training, Buckman recommended that it be
objective based and measurable. He discussed the concept of
a training model that resembled a school’s semester schedule.
“There needs to be a start and stop to training,” he said. He
recommended a system in which small groups of volunteers
focus on one area of training for six weeks and then take two
weeks off before moving on to the next training module. He
also suggested that fire departments prioritize their training
based on their community’s needs.
In closing, Buckman reemphasized the importance of creating
a partnership with the community. He encouraged fire departments to form relationships not only with elected officials but
also with the groups that wield influence in the community,
such as churches, neighborhood associations, and chambers
of commerce. “Find out who has the power. It will make you
better, it will make you stronger as a fire department, and it will
make you a better service to the community,” he said.
Dan Eggleston, fire rescue chief for the Department of Fire
Rescue in Albemarle County, Va., continued the discussion from
a national perspective. “This fire service has changed tremendously and has changed right before our eyes,” said Eggleston.
In 1978, Eggleston joined the fire service simply because it was
expected that young people in the community would do so.
Since then, calls in his department have increased from 200
a year to more than 2,000 a year, with equipment costs and
training requirements increasing exponentially as well. “We
have to adapt the basic model,” he said. “We tend to apply
those same models that we did in 1978 to today, and it’s just
not working.”
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Eggleston reported that, nationwide, fire services generally
lack a structured method for recruiting volunteers. He referred
to Konkle’s finding regarding a lack of exit data. However,
rather than an exit survey, he recommended a climate survey
of current volunteers, because tracking down those who left
the service is often difficult. Eggleston recommended exploring
nontraditional education methods, such as online learning, to
help lessen the cost and time requirements for basic training
courses. Eggleston also has observed a resistance to moving
away from the traditional fraternal model in fire departments
toward a business model. This transition, however, is necessary for most fire departments, though it is important to avoid
tipping the scale too far toward bureaucracy.

• Balance of autonomy with a systems approach to providing
service: Albemarle County allows flexibility within
volunteer departments because through that flexibility
comes innovation.

Eggleston next moved on to the five principles that have helped
Albemarle County to grow its volunteer force by 2–3 percent
each year:

Best Practices: Local Perspectives

• Cost neutrality for volunteers: Elected officials have funded
incentives and cost recovery for volunteers so they don’t have
to spend out of pocket to volunteer for their community.
• Relief of administrative tasks for volunteers so they can
concentrate on training and running calls: The Albemarle
County government has invested more than $20 million in
the last five years in apparatus that was formerly purchased
by individual departments through chicken dinners and other
fundraising events.
• Investment in leadership: A county-funded volunteer leadership program supplements technical skills required by the
National Fire Protection Association with skills on how to
manage and lead a volunteer force.

Allegheny County Emergency Services Chief Alvin Henderson provides an
overview of the county’s successful FireVEST program, which gives volunteer
firefighters the opportunity to earn an associate’s degree at CCAC free
of charge.
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• Identity and connection to the community: Although the
department is county based, Albemarle County has a rainbow
of fire truck colors, each tied to the community it serves.
In closing, Eggleston referred audience members to the
reference material included in their packets, provided
by International Association of Fire Chiefs’ Volunteer &
Combination Officers Section, which outlined national trends,
highlights, challenges, and best practices.

Allegheny County Emergency Services Acting Chief Alvin
Henderson spoke about the FireVEST Scholarship Program as
an important recruitment and retention tool for volunteer fire
departments. Henderson framed the FireVEST program as an
investment in the personnel at a fire station, noting first the
hundreds of thousands of dollars in investments fire departments have made toward fire engines and other equipment.
“We know that the cost of that technology comes at a very
steep price to us all,” he said. “But how do you put a cost on
the price of a volunteer? There’s really no way to quantify that
value to the department.”
The FireVEST program was created by Allegheny County
Executive Dan Onorato in partnership with the Allegheny
County Fire Academy and the Community College of Allegheny
County (CCAC). It offers volunteers full scholarships for an associate’s degree or certificate program at CCAC as well as training
at the fire academy.
Contrary to some misconceptions about the program when it
was first launched, the FireVEST Scholarship Program provides
tuition-free education opportunities at CCAC for a number of
programs beyond fire administration. For example, business
leadership course work available through the FireVEST program
is beneficial to both volunteers and the departments they serve.
“I think all of us can agree that our departments are truly a
small business, if not a big business, when you consider the
costs of equipment and resources that we either purchase or
are controlled through our departments,” Henderson said.
“But how many departments take the time to develop a solid
business plan for the sustainment of their organization?” The
education that volunteers receive at CCAC complements the
fire field training from the fire academy to provide more wellrounded leadership.

As a recruiting tool, the FireVEST program helps to entice
potential volunteers who are interested specifically in the business aspect of the fire service. The FireVEST program not only
attracts young volunteers but repays them for their continued
service and helps them to become solid members of the department. “We’ve talked about awarding those heroes for saving
lives in a fire, but now we’re also taking a look at how we can
award those heroes who are saving our department with this
type of service and benefit to our community,” Henderson said.
Charles Blocksidge, executive director of the CCAC—
Allegheny County Workforce Alliance, provided more detail
about FireVEST, noting that it is a scholarship program for a
65-credit associate’s degree and includes tuition, fees, and
books for any volunteer firefighter. Participants can enroll in any
of CCAC’s 170 programs. Scholarship recipients commit to five
years of volunteer fire service and must maintain a minimum
2.0 grade point average.
Blocksidge reported that of the 73 students currently involved,
60 percent have grade point averages above 3.0. Current
FireVEST scholars represent 60 different fire companies in
Allegheny County and 14 different academic programs
at CCAC.
“We launched in 2009. The rationale is simply that we’re in the
business of education, and we think it’s important, individually,
that people are trained and educated and also it’s good for the
community. It’s good for economic development and workforce
development,” said Blocksidge.
Blocksidge reported that the FireVEST Scholarship Program has
received positive support from the county executive’s office and
the fire academy and has been replicated in several areas of
the country.
Jerry Ozog, director of fire and EMS training at the Senator
John J. Shumaker Public Safety Center, Harrisburg Area
Community College, began his presentation by citing figures
from Independent Sector, a national coalition of nonprofits,
charities, and corporate giving programs. He noted that
Independent Sector valued volunteer work, of any type, in
Pennsylvania at $20.51 an hour. Based on this figure, Ozog
estimated that a typical 4–10 a.m. shift with 10 volunteer firefighters on duty amounts to more than $1,200 in value. “Those
[statistics] really work when you start to communicate them,”
he said.
Ozog continued with his “tale of three communities” in
Pennsylvania: Hampden Township in Cumberland County
outside Harrisburg; Derry Township, where Hershey, Pa., is
located; and Exeter Township in Berks County, outside Reading.
These three communities have similar demographics. They

are typical suburban communities with populations between
24,000 and 30,000, cover 17–27 square miles, and are served
by one nonprofit volunteer fire company that makes 793–800
calls a year. Ozog classified volunteer departments with these
kind of demographics as “at risk.” These three departments
are increasingly busy and have done different things with their
Staffing for Adequate Fire and Emergency Response (SAFER)
Grants to stay active over the years. SAFER Grants are provided
by the Federal Emergency Management Agency to municipal
and volunteer fire departments to fund training programs and
increase their membership.
Ozog spoke at length about the citizens’ fire academy program
he implemented in Hampden Township. This program invited
community members to undergo basic firefighting training
over the course of four evening sessions. In 2009, six participants enrolled in the academy, yielding four active firefighting
members. In 2010, the academy attracted 11 community
members. Ozog highlighted the demographics of the academy
enrollees, including a township commissioner, a state government employee, and a state representative. The $3,000
program was paid for through a SAFER Grant.
Ozog discussed the successful firefighter fitness program implemented in Hershey. The program includes medical exams and
regular fitness drills, which have helped to promote teamwork
and revealed underlying cardiac diseases and other health
issues in some firefighters. As anticipated, some volunteers did
leave the service as a result of the program, but, overall, the
impacts were viewed as positive for volunteer retention and
prevention of line-of-duty deaths. Ozog also praised Hershey’s
junior firefighter program, conducted in partnership with the
Milton Hershey School, a philanthropic private boarding school.
Hershey’s junior firefighter program is highly structured, with
emphasis on academic involvement and a focus on leadership,
problem solving, responsibility, and friendship.
Ozog described Exeter Township’s department as unique in
Pennsylvania, calling it “the closest thing to paid on call I’ve ever
seen.” Exeter Township has a core group of four or five career
chief officers supporting 50–80 volunteers who are incentivized
through paid on call. Although firefighters are volunteers, they
are required to be in house for certain duties, just as employees
would be. As such, it is “almost a part-time system,” said Ozog.
The station gained 20 new members within six months, though
this may be due in part to the economy.
Before concluding his presentation, he mentioned one last
best practice from Montgomery Country, Va. Montgomery
County has a countywide system that implemented a regionalized volunteer basic orientation program to teach new
firefighters the basics, such as CPR, procedures for dealing with
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blood-borne pathogens, how to put on gear, and other fundamentals during a single class run by a third-party nonprofit.

Best Practices: Local Response Panel
During the local response panel, Jim Habay, chief of the
Parkview Volunteer Fire Department in O’Hara Township, and
Rick Celender, president of the Guyasuta Volunteer Fire
Department in O’Hara Township, shared their reactions to the
best practices discussed during the day’s forum.
Habay attested to the prudence of engaging local elected
officials. In O’Hara Township, a representative of the fire service
has served on the township council for the past 40 years. “We
are well funded now. We have a fire safety committee that’s
been set up that has nine members,” he continued. “We are a
published meeting, open to the public every month, just like the
parks commission or anything else that’s in our government.”
Habay also reported success with a points-based incentive
system, which rewards the service of volunteers with Visa gift
cards at the end of each year.
Celender added that he has been working to change the
culture regarding the department’s relationship to the township. “We had to come to grips with the fact that we need
each other. We can’t stand on our own; we have to be a part
of this,” Celender said. His department has since developed a
culture that is open to working with representatives from the
township government. Before closing his remarks, Celender
asked the chiefs and presidents in attendance, “Are you
preparing folks to take your position?” He stressed that this is a
question to ask internally, but creating a culture that supports
effective succession in leadership is critical.

Q&A and Open Discussion—Moderated
by John Pippy, Pennsylvania State Senator
and Institute of Politics Public Safety
and Emergency Preparedness Policy
Committee Member
John Pippy began the question-and-answer session by
comparing volunteer fire service to his experience serving in
the National Guard: “You get these guys for one weekend a
month. You’ve got to make the training realistic, and you’ve
got to make it relevant and interesting,” he said. “These men
and women are making the sacrifice. You lose them when they
believe they are sacrificing for nothing.”
The first question from the audience prompted the panel for
local fundraising ideas that would remove the obligation from
volunteers without shifting the burden to local budgets.
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Konkle responded that solutions should be a community
conversation. He stated that the community can choose to help
with fundraising or accept a tax increase. Konkle also warned
that if the community fails to support a volunteer department,
the only other alternative is a career department, which is more
expensive by orders of magnitude.
Eggleston advised the audience to think in incremental terms as
well as in the long term. In Albemarle County, his department
had success by creating a five-year strategy for supporting the
volunteer force.
Henderson reported that his department successfully appealed
to the local government by performing a needs assessment.
This yielded a half-mill tax for public safety and a service fee for
building applications.
Ozog suggested comparing local capabilities to the national
performance standard of 10 firefighters on the scene with
a response time of 10 minutes 80 percent of the time. If the
community is unwilling to support the system, it will have to
accept substandard service.
An audience member shared a best practice that he had
witnessed in a city that merged four fire departments. A new
fire station was built with four separate entrances, each marked
with the name of the old station. The companies kept their
structure and divided the duties; one was the ladder company,
another was the rescue company, and so on. On daylight shifts,
when they were shorthanded, members from the companies
would assist each other. This consolidated company addressed
budget issues while becoming one of the best-functioning
departments in the region within a year or two.
Edgewood Fire Department Chief David Andrews and
volunteer department member Lisa Segedy shared the success
that they have experienced through the creation of “class three
firefighters.” These are volunteers who do not go to the fire
scene but rather support interior firefighters through fundraising, grant writing, and other activities. Segedy reported that
she helped to overcome some of the cliquish culture by accompanying firefighters on calls, attending firefighter training, and
learning more about the work that they do.
In contrast, Ozog offered a story from his department in which
a professional fundraiser helped to raise $500 in donations but
was rebuffed by the volunteer fundraising committee for failing
to ask for permission. While recognizing the need for support
staff, he stressed the importance of changing the culture within
fire departments in order to welcome other members of the
community who may be able to help.

Another audience member asked for advice on raising money
to fund new recruitment and retention programs. He expressed
frustration with the difficulties involved with getting an innovative program approved for a SAFER Grant.
Pippy commented, “Each department coming up with its own
recruiting plan is great, but we might want to start mining
those commonalities and consolidating core functions to get
around some of those requirements.” He recommended cooperating with nearby departments with similar demographics
in order to create a stronger grant application and pooling
resources to meet the initial entry requirements.
Commissioner Rodney Ruddock of Indiana County asked the
panel how local fire departments could prepare for increased
natural gas drilling in the region.
Pippy reported that the possibilities of impact fees or a severance tax were in discussion. He also emphasized the importance
of coordinating assets, resources, and protocols by working
with other departments and the gas companies. He pointed to
some of the past and upcoming work done by the Pennsylvania
Region 13 Task Force as important resources for fire departments and local governments.
Habay recommended a first responder class provided by the
State Fire Academy, which his department recently completed.

He also stressed the importance of planning ahead for emergencies in cases where there are known wells in the district.

Closing Remarks—Timothy Solobay,
Pennsylvania State Senator and Cochair,
Institute of Politics Public Safety and
Emergency Preparedness Policy Committee
Timothy Solobay succinctly summed up the topics and
insights discussed during the forum. “As diverse as we are as
a state and as diverse as we are as a fire service, there are still
many common goals and common needs,” he said, acknowledging the recommendations of befriending local and state
elected officials and ensuring that they understand the value of
the fire service as well as the challenges. “Firehouse politics and
community politics have clashed for years; we’ve got to get past
that,” Solobay said. “And you’ve got to do that long before you
need to … ask for help and assistance.”
In closing, Solobay thanked the speakers and the volunteer
firefighters in attendance. “Thank you to all of you for what
you do for the communities. We cannot overemphasize that …
It is more than what most people realize in terms of what you
do each and every day. Whether it’s 3 o’clock in the morning or
your kid’s birthday, Christmas morning opening presents—you
are willing to stop, take that time, and help,” he said. “We’re
going to try to continue to make things better for you.” n

I n Me m ori a m
David E. Epperson, PhD
Dave was a man of all seasons. He
was a loved and respected leader
in education, human services, civil
rights, economic development, the
eradication of poverty—the list
could go on and on. The following
are a few of the snippets from a
long list of his accomplishments:
He was the longest-serving dean in
the history of the University of Pittsburgh. He became dean of
the School of Social Work when it was in disarray. He stabilized
the school and developed it into one of the most outstanding
schools of social work in the nation.
He headed Pittsburgh’s war on poverty in the ‘60s. According
to the Lyndon Johnson administration, it was one of the best
programs in the United States. Through his efforts, thousands
of Pittsburgh residents were provided with opportunities that
improved their lives.

Throughout his life, he had a deep commitment to the YMCA.
He served as its international chair and helped to provide Y
services all over the world.
He was deeply committed to his family, his church, his community, and his friends. He was blessed with a wonderful family.
His wife, Cecelia was his rock, and his daughters, Sharon and
Lia, were his pride and joy. Both of his children were extremely
accomplished, and they married two fine husbands and
provided the elder Eppersons with adorable grandchildren.
Dave was critical to the development of the Institute of Politics.
He provided the space, infrastructure, and students in the
beginning of the Institute’s life. It is clear that without these
resources, the Institute of Politics could not have survived.
For me, Dave was a true friend for 50 years. I will deeply miss
him, as will all who knew him and the community that he
served so well.
— Moe Coleman
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I nfr a str u ct u re P o l ic y
C o m m ittee Upd a te

E d u c a tion P o l ic y
C o m m ittee Upd a te
By Matthew Lieberman

A

I

n November 2010, the Institute’s Infrastructure Policy
Committee presented at the County Commissioners
Association of Pennsylvania’s Fall Conference. The cochairs
of the Institute’s Infrastructure Policy Committee, Armstrong
County Commissioner Patty Kirkpatrick and Pennsylvania
State Representative Paul Costa, were joined by Infrastructure
Working Group member Deborah Lippert from Pennsylvania
American Water as they led one of four breakout sessions
offered to all county commissioners in attendance at the
conference. The presentation focused on the committee’s
continually updated primer, Infrastructure Status and Needs in
Southwestern Pennsylvania, which has been providing policymakers with a snapshot of our region since January 2009.
Approximately 25 commissioners from across the state,
including Lieutenant Governor Jim Cawley, then serving as a
Bucks County commissioner, attended the breakout session,
where they were able not only to see the Infrastructure
Working Group’s most recent findings but also to learn more
about the Institute’s methods in creating the primer. Kirkpatrick,
Costa, and Lippert placed particular emphasis on the process
used to develop the primer, hoping that audience members
would see it as a potential model for other counties and regions
across the state and encourage joint assessment of and planning for infrastructure needs now and into the future.
During the question-and-answer period following the presentation, many audience members inquired about regulations
surrounding the drilling of the Marcellus Shale, one of the most
important topics currently being debated in the state. Some of
the questions posed will serve as the foundation for the next
update to the infrastructure primer, which will be released later
this year. n

Infrastructure Committee cochair and Armstrong County
Commissioner Patty Kirkpatrick attends and frequently
contributes to Institute programs. She will moderate a
discussion on county issues at the upcoming 2011 Elected
Officials Retreat.
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Infrastructure Committee cochair and State Representative
Paul Costa listens to one of the Friday morning speakers at
the 2010 Elected Officials Retreat, along with his colleague,
State Representative Brian Ellis, who spoke at the event.

t the request of the Education Policy Committee,
Institute of Politics staff recently prepared a report
titled Maintaining Student Achievement in Tough
Economic Times that outlines the various actions pursued
by school districts in the face of lower tax revenues and cuts
in state and federal funding. The report examined the
measures proposed or employed by 80 districts in 11 counties
in Southwestern Pennsylvania and identified more than
30 different budget-balancing strategies either proposed
or implemented by the districts. The options selected by
a particular district were found largely to be a function of
its fiscal situation and demographic composition as well as
the personal viewpoints of its school directors.
While there was no universal response to revenue shortfalls,
several options were employed extensively by districts.
The most popular cost-reducing measures were found to be
staff layoffs, salary freezes, wage concessions, cuts to
extracurricular activities, and building closures. Tax increases,
which were either proposed or implemented in 33 of the
80 districts, and the use of reserve funds were the primary
revenue-raising options used by districts.

As a member of the Institute’s Public Safety and Emergency
Preparedness Committee, Securities and Exchange
Commissioner Tom Michlovic talks with firefighters at the
recent Best Practices in Volunteer Firefighter Recruitment
and Retention forum.

Transforming Transportation Update
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) offer many ways to
make our transportation system work smarter, with fewer
accidents, less congestion, reduced energy use, and without
more dollars. ITS enables vehicles, transit riders, roads, traffic
lights, and message signs, to name a few, to communicate
with each other by utilizing wireless technology. Around the
world, ITS has already been shown to significantly improve
transportation system performance by reducing congested
roadways, improving commute times and vehicle safety, as well
as allowing motorists and transit riders to feel more confident
traveling based on the real-time information they are able
to receive through these systems. To bring attention to this
critical topic, the University of Pittsburgh Institute of Politics
Infrastructure Policy Committee and Traffic21, a transportation
research initiative of Carnegie Mellon University, hosted a
special two-day forum, Transforming Transportation: The Role
of Intelligent Transportation Systems on August 18 and 19 in
Alumni Hall on the University of Pittsburgh campus in Oakland.
Look for a summary of the forum in the next issue of Report.

Some districts used or considered nontraditional or
controversial approaches to budget cuts. One Washington
County school director pursued new tax sources, including
an amusement tax, while other districts attempted to partner
with local YMCAs in order to continue swimming and other
athletic programs. Several districts across the area have
considered closing schools and district consolidation. State
Representative Tim Mahoney provided a $100,000 grant
to six Fayette County school districts to fund a study of the
potential cost savings from the creation of a countywide
district, and representatives from the Carlynton School
District in Allegheny County and the Ambridge Area School
District in Beaver County have expressed interest in
exploring consolidation.
The report also includes case studies of five districts in order
to examine in greater depth the different strategies used by
districts to balance their budgets under fiscal constraints. The
studies help to demonstrate the inequality in the fiscal troubles

faced by districts across the region—for example, the relatively
wealthy Mars Area School District pursued small budget cuts
and managed to continue several new construction projects,
while the Highlands School District faced significant shortfalls
and was forced to engage in more substantial and controversial
cuts. The studies also showed how districts employed different
strategies to balance their budgets. The McKeesport Area
School District, for example, attempted to lower costs through
furloughs and an early retirement incentive program, while
officials in the Connellsville Area School District proposed
eliminating full-day kindergarten programs and centralizing
school administrative services.
The Education Policy Committee’s goal is to identify ways in
which districts can successfully be accountable for student
achievement even while facing significant funding challenges
that may force them to restructure programs, classrooms, and
other key elements of their models for educating the children
in the communities they serve. This report will serve as a
springboard for continued discussions on what the committee
can do to support schools and policymakers in meeting
fiscal challenges. n
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Bo a rd of F e l l o w s m eetin g
By Kelly Posenau

A

t this year’s Institute of Politics Board of Fellows meeting
which took place on Friday, May 13, board members and
Institute staff gathered to discuss the work of the past
year and activities and plans for the upcoming year. Institute
Director Terry Miller and University of Pittsburgh Vice Chancellor
G. Reynolds Clark welcomed everyone and opened the meeting
by emphasizing the work that the Institute has done to become a
transformative element for policymaking in the region. Outgoing
board members were recognized for their involvement and leadership, and incoming board members were welcomed.
The Institute of Politics staff reviewed a number of initiatives that
have begun in the past year. Three forthcoming case studies will
examine effective policy solutions, qualities of leadership, and
pragmatic approaches to community problems through the use
of the John Heinz archives at Carnegie Mellon University, Elsie
Hillman archives, and research on the settlement house movement in Pittsburgh as viewed through the work and involvement
of Moe Coleman, respectively. Both Institute student programs,
the Legislator for a Day and the Institute Internship Program,
have seen increased interest over the past year, with the internship program in particular becoming very competitive.
A large portion of the meeting featured the work of the
Institute’s eight policy committees, as committee cochairs
presented on the past year’s initiatives and where current
projects are heading for the upcoming year.
The Education Policy Committee focused on how PVAAS
(Pennsylvania Value-Added Assessment System) data can be
used by school districts to make tough budget decisions while
still maintaining student performance.
Earlier this year, the Health and Human Services Policy
Committee released its Primary Care in Pennsylvania policy
brief. The committee also started working on establishing a
regional health literacy coalition that will campaign to reach
low-income elderly and low-literacy adults. Board members
also suggested looking into the adequacy of current measures
and conventional indices of health literacy.
The Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness Policy Committee
held a forum this past year, called Best Practices in Volunteer
Firefighter Recruitment and Retention, that addressed the crisis
facing local communities with regard to dwindling volunteer firefighter numbers and what solutions may exist. A review of the
event will be published, and the committee will continue to look
into best practices and possible legislation.
The Workforce Development Policy Committee concentrated
on career and technical education and will be working with
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a network of career and technical schools on a demonstration
project. The committee will be serving in a monitoring capacity
and is currently looking into how to provide technical assistance
to the project. The board members commented that an opportunity for collaboration might exist with the Public Safety and
Emergency Preparedness Policy Committee on issues surrounding
workforce development programs geared toward young volunteer
firefighters. Reintegration of severely disabled veterans into the
workforce was another issue presented.
The Fiscal Policy and Governance Policy Committee has been
studying the challenges facing municipal governments and created
a tool kit to help local elected officials meet those challenges.
These policy recommendations, contained in the report Key
Challenges and Strategies for Local Government, were sent out
to local officials statewide along with a survey, and the committee
will be reviewing the utility of the report and accompanying
surveys for the Institute’s upcoming Elected Officials Retreat.
The Infrastructure Policy Committee is updating its Infrastructure
Primer this upcoming year and will specifically examine potential
regulatory changes and Marcellus Shale issues. After a meeting
featuring Traffic21, an intelligent transportation systems project
housed at Carnegie Mellon University, the committee will next be
working on introducing intelligent transportation systems to
policymakers by hosting a seminar on August 18 and 19, 2011,
at the University of Pittsburgh.
The Environment Policy Committee completed a regional energy
survey, which highlights the region’s energy resources along
with issues and opportunities for the energy sector. The group
suggested coordinating this year with the Economic Development
Policy Committee to develop a Marcellus Shale roundtable.
The Economic Development Policy Committee hosted a Marcellus
Shale forum for elected officials in April 2010, and will continue its
work on the economic effects of the Marcellus Shale drilling with
a possible collaboration with the Environment Policy Committee.
Results of this effort would include establishing a roundtable and
a possible clearinghouse of information related to responsible
policies and drilling practices.
After the committee presentations were completed, Coleman
addressed the upcoming Elected Officials Retreat. The themes
discussed for the retreat included analyzing current economic
conditions, how national policy impacts local communities, and
responsible budget-making practices for local and regional governments. Board members responded to the importance of budgeting
and suggested speakers address how to develop budgets and why
certain decisions are made in the budget process. The retreat will
be held September 15 and 16, 2011.

P u b l ic a tions Upd a te
The following publications reflect some of the Institute’s work
over the past two years. Copies can be viewed online at
www.iop.pitt.edu/publications.htm or requested through the
Institute by calling 412-624-1837.

Workforce Development
The Institute of Politics Workforce Development Policy
Committee would like to announce the recent release of its
Status Report on career and technical education in Pennsylvania.
The committee has spent the past year and a half examining
this issue in detail and has developed seven recommendations
concerning governance and funding for career and technical
schools in Pennsylvania.
The report has been in great demand prior to and since its
publication earlier this year and has been of use to a variety of
constituencies. Committee Cochair Jim Denova, along with
Institute staff, had the opportunity to present the report and
its findings at both of the Westmoreland-Fayette Workforce
Investment Board’s legislative breakfasts, held in Youngwood
and Uniontown in January and February 2011. The report also
has caught the attention of career and technical center directors
from all areas of the state; business and community leaders;
representatives of higher education institutions; and the
Pennsylvania Workforce Investment Board, which is chaired by
committee member Dave Malone.
The committee’s next step is to promote the use of the report’s
recommendations in the creation of a demonstration project
involving the Community College of Allegheny County and
several local career and technical centers. More details about
the project will be forthcoming later this year.

Environment
In response to the anticipated growth in the region’s energyrelated industry and development, the Institute’s Environment
Policy Committee commissioned a broad-based survey of energy
resources in the region. This report, released in April, offers
a neutral perspective on the region’s most prominent energy
sources and their current and potential impacts on the environment, the economy, the workforce, and the communities in
which they are located.
In addition to serving as a resource to the Environment Policy
Committee as it moves toward its next objective, the report
has been sent to regional higher education institutions with

The 2008 publication Crossing the Aisle to Cleaner Air is one of many
publications available online at the Institute’s Web site, www.iop.pitt.edu/
publications.htm.

sustainability or environmental programs as well as to elected
officials in Pennsylvania. The committee hopes that the report will
provide a good baseline from which to begin important discussions about the role that energy will play in Pennsylvania’s future.

Health and Human Services
In 2009, the Health and Human Services Policy Committee
began researching a variety of topics, finally settling on the
issue of primary care in early 2010. Following an in-depth
research and interview process, the committee staff drafted
a publication that examines the implications of a primary care
shortage in Pennsylvania and offers several state-level policy
options designed to mitigate the problem.
This publication, titled Primary Care in Pennsylvania, was
released in June 2011 and will be provided to elected officials
and members of the governor’s administration in an effort to
increase awareness of the issue. n

Clark concluded the meeting by thanking everyone for their active
participation and involvement with the Institute of Politics. n
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